
 

WHAT IS BATTLEFIELD 3? Battlefield 3 (BF3) is a first-person shooter and the sequel to Battlefield 2. Released in October 2011, it was developed by EA Digital Illusions CE (DICE) and published by Electronic Arts. The game features the return of four classes from its predecessors: Scout, Support, Assault and Engineer; an additional two are Recon and something new known as "Assault Drone".
The single player campaign has been altered to remove many traditional elements such as cutscenes or a visible next objective. The player takes the role of several characters during the course of the campaign, whose actions affect the outcome of events. A greater emphasis has been placed on dogfighting, vehicle combat and destruction on a large scale, with an optional 3D camera being made
available for vehicular sections. The multiplayer includes four main categories of gameplay: Rush, Conquest, Squad Deathmatch and Squad Rush. Two specializations are added to each class in multiplayer: one slot at rank 10 and two at rank 30. Information about this article is based upon real life military tactics, battlefields or specific gun / gear models/brands or manufacturers , etc . This is not
official information from EA or DICE . WEAPON RATINGS SMG Semi-automatic shotguns are small, easily concealed weapons that fire buckshot or hardened lead pellets. They are useful in tight quarters where powerful rifles cannot be used without risk of injury to friendly troops. A shotgun is often the weapon of choice when stealth is important, for close range work and for firing through
doors. Shotguns can be outfitted with a variety of accessories including flashbangs and weapon-mounted lights. 

Battlefield 3 has received critical acclaim upon release. The game is the highest rated shooter on Metacritic and GameRankings, and has been called one of the greatest games of all time. The PC version holds a score of 88.63% and 89 out 100 respectively at both sites, while the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 versions hold scores of 87.78% and 88 out 100 at GameRankings and Metacritic respectively.
Most critics praised its single-player campaign, visual style and gameplay mechanics including multiplayer mode; many reviewers argued that it was superior to that of previous installments in the franchise, but some opinions were mixed due to issues such as bugs in the game's server browsers. Criticism was also generally given to the multiplayer mode for lacking features of earlier installments and for
not having a large number of players. The British Official PlayStation Magazine gave the game a perfect score, ten out of ten. Eurogamer gave it a 9 out of 10, stating "It's a shame that more attention wasn't paid to the competitive multiplayer...but this is a minor quibble in an otherwise excellent package." Edge magazine rated the game 8/10, stating "This might be one instance where getting your
tactics from FPS's works against you". On February 5, 2012, EA announced that Battlefield 3 had sold 8 million copies after nine months on sale.
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